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Introduction: 

 

The crypto market is one of the most dynamic and innovative sectors in the world. It 

offers unprecedented opportunities for creating value, solving problems, and 

empowering people. However, it also faces many challenges, such as volatility, 

scalability, security, regulation, and adoption. To succeed in this market, one needs to 

have a clear vision, a strong strategy, and a unique value proposition. 

 

That is why we are proud to introduce Koi Dragon , a revolutionary project that aims to 

transform the crypto market with its innovative solutions. Koi Dragon is not just a token, 

but a whole ecosystem that consists of various platforms, services, and products that 

cater to the needs and demands of the crypto users and investors. 

 

Our vision is to create a world where everyone can benefit from the power and 

potential of crypto. A world where crypto is accessible, secure, interoperable, and 

profitable. A world where crypto is not only a means of exchange, but also a source of 

value, knowledge, and entertainment. 

 

Our objective is to identify the market needs through rigorous analysis and meet them 

with creative and effective solutions. We believe that by doing so, we can create value 

for our users and investors, as well as for the crypto community and the world at large. 

 

The purpose of this white paper is to provide you with an overview of our project, its 

features, benefits, and roadmap. We will explain how our project works, what it offers, 

and why it is different from other projects in the market. We will also show you how 

you can join and participate in our project, and what you can expect from it. 



 

We invite you to read this white paper carefully and learn more about our project. We 

hope that you will share our vision and enthusiasm, and join us in creating a better 

crypto world. 

 

Step one: We are looking for the market needs by analyzing the capital market so that 

we can provide the market needs and be useful for the world and bring our project to a 

super profit. Step two: Creating tokens on different platforms. We decided to produce 

our token on different platforms as follows for the ease of interactions and conversions 

and easy access of users and support of different networks and volts. Of course, it will 

soon be added to the supported platforms. Platforms that are currently supported. 

 

1: ERC20 MATIC => 0x04b2d54a5C65A6C6f369Bf521419A68ee0e1DBa7 

2: ERC20 C CHAIN AVAVLANCH => 

0x465905a70eedfeabf6eeb1320cc4a42dc23ecc63 

 

Step three: Launching the official main website and the wallet dapps. We have created 

the direct coin dragon wallet dapps in addition to the main website for the convenience 

of users and creating innovation so that users can keep their coin dragon currencies in 

the online vault if they wish. Of course, users can also keep their coin dragon currencies 

in their personal vault (whether software or hardware) or at any network address that 

the coin dragon is built on, or transfer, convert, buy and sell between the online vault 

and the personal vault or different exchanges. Of course, soon we will design and launch 

other official websites for exchange transactions, market news of coin dragon and 

cryptocurrency markets, market analysis of coin dragon and other cryptocurrencies, 

analytical review of market needs, discussion on how to meet market needs and use the 

opinions of investors and senior investors to increase profitability and meet market 

needs. One of our next plans is to use 100 senior investors in coin dragon to manage the 

launch of webinars to review the opinions of other investors to select and combine the 

best opinions and implement them practically to increase the capital return in coin 



dragon. And we intend to pay appropriate rewards to the best analysts who can 

accompany us in increasing the return. 


